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The VA Transformation – national 
disgrace to exemplar

2004 Annals of Internal Medicine – R&D study VA 
outperformed all other providers in 294 measures of quality

2003 New England Journal of Medicine – VA better than fee 
for service providers on 11 key quality measures

N ti l C itt  f  Q lit  A  VA th  hi h t National Committee for Quality Assurance – VA the highest 
ranking system

6 consecutive years as top performer on consumer 6 consecutive years as top performer on consumer 
satisfaction as judged by the National Quality Research 
Center

1995-2004 cumulative increase in cost per enrollee in VA = 
0.8%; in Medicare it = 40.4%



The VA TransformationThe VA Transformation

55% d i  i  h i l b d 55% reduction in hospital bed usage

Investment in chronic disease management and prevention

Application of evidence based improvement methods

Innovative use of IT and clinical information

Development of regionally based integrated care networks

Inspirational Leadership at Every Level



We need a system wide transformation to 
deliver:

Better 
Health

Better  
Quality

Better use 
f of 

Resources



This needs system leadership at every level:This needs system leadership at every level:

Micro Integrated TeamsMicro

M

Integrated Teams

S i  R d iMeso Service Redesign

Macro System Enablers



And across a range of dimensionsAnd across a range of dimensions…

Vertically between primary/community services and 
hospitals

Laterally between health and social care and the wider Laterally between health and social care and the wider 
public sector

Holistically between physical and mental healthHolistically between physical and mental health

Culturally between service users and service providers



This sessionThis session…

Wh   h  h ll  f l di    ?What are the challenges of leading across a system?

Developing system leadership
S  th– Some theory

– The AQuA example

Wh t k  d h     f d?What works and how can we move forward?



For discussionFor discussion…

In your experience what are the major challenges in In your experience what are the major challenges in 

leading across a system rather within an institution?



AQuA and the Integrated Discovery CommunityAQuA and the Integrated Discovery Community

System Leadership: lessons from other sectors

Developing system leadershipDeveloping system leadership
– Micro
– Mesoeso
– Macro



About AQuAAbout AQuA

Membership funded quality improvement organisation 
based in the North West of England

Work across system – NHS commissioning and provision –
and with other public sector partners

AQuA Analytics  AQuA Academy  AQuA ActionAQuA Analytics, AQuA Academy, AQuA Action

Partnerships with The King’s Fund and others



Integration Community ModelIntegration Community Model

Learning from 
each other

YourFaculty input
Emerging 

national policy 

Learning
y p p y

context

National and 
international 
case studies

© AQuA Action



Integrationg

Service 
Design WorkforceDesign

Leadership • Role design
• Skills
• Capacity

Integration to Improve
• Safety

EffectivenessPatient and Infrastructure • Effectiveness
• Population health
• Use of resources

Carer 
Engagement

Infrastructure 
and IT

Healthcare 
value

Governance

Financial and 
Contractual 
mechanismsGovernance mechanisms

Culture



Is system leadership any 
different to what we have different to what we have 

now?



Yes!Yes!



Learning from other sectors:
markets, hierarchies, networks

Key Features Market Hierarchy Network

Normative basis Contracts Employment Complementary
relationship strengths

Means of 
communication

Prices Routines and 
Rules

Relationships

C fli t l ti H li Ad i i t ti  R i it  Conflict resolution Haggling
Litigation 

Administrative 
edict

Reciprocity 
Seeking win/win

Commitment
among the parties

low Medium to high High 
g p

Tone or climate Suspicion Formal
Bureaucratic

Open ended 
mutual benefit

Actions and Independent Dependent Interdependent
choices

Source: adapted from Walter Powell



Learning from other sectorsLearning from other sectors

A growing trend towards market/network hybrids in eg 
textiles, finance telecommunications, media and film 
industries:

• Strategic alliances (Jarillo)• Strategic alliances (Jarillo)

• Dynamic networks (Miles and Snow)

V l  Addi  P t hi (J h  d L )• Value Adding Partnerships (Johnson and Lawrence)



Dynamic Networks and VAPsy

Vertical disaggregation – specialisation in different parts gg g p p
of the value chain

Role of broker – “hub” firm directs the network and co-
di t  ti i tordinates participants

Market mechanisms – contracts and payment 
mechanisms designed to reinforce partnership workingmechanisms designed to reinforce partnership working

Full disclosure information systems – both to manage 
day to day business and to build trust and ensure mutuality y y y
of benefit

Sh ld CCG  b  lik  H ll d fil  d ?Should CCGs be like Hollywood film producers?





Value = OutcomesValue = Outcomes

cost

“Accountability for value should be shared among the 

d l d h h “f d f ”providers involved… rather than “focused factories” 

concentrating on narrow groups of interventions we need 

integrated practice units accountable for… total care.”

(Porter)(Porter)



What skills and knowledge do you 
d d hineed to do this?

Technical Se ice designTechnical 
Know How

• Service design
• Governance arrangements
• Innovative contracting and financial g

mechanisms
• Technological “savvy”

Improvement 
Know How

• Systems thinking
• Improvement science
• Large scale change

Personal • Interpersonal skills and behaviours
Effectiveness

p
• Coaching ability
• A visionary and participative style



What do leaders do in successful 
“d i k ”“dynamic networks”?

• Achieve results through personal influence not hierarchical 
power

• Compete in a way that enhances rather than undercutsCompete in a way that enhances rather than undercuts

• Operate with the highest ethical standards

• Display humilityDisplay humility

• Develop a process focus

• Be multi faceted – spotting opportunities for synergies and Be multi faceted spotting opportunities for synergies and 
alliances

• Gain satisfaction from results – improved systems 
t   th   idi  loutcomes as the over riding goal

(Moss Kanter)





NHS Top Leaders Programme 
360 Leadership Styles Review

Directive - Little dialogue; enforcement of 
compliance

Visionary - Long term direction and vision

Affiliative - Create harmony and avoid conflict

Participative - Strong involving style

Pacesetting - Task excellence; lead by example

Coaching - Development of others potentialg p p



Leadership Styles Used:
the Dominance of Pacesettingthe Dominance of Pacesetting



Pacesetter Challengeg

Leads by example

Has high standards, and expects others to know the 
rationale behind what is being modelled

Is apprehensive about delegating

Takes responsibility away if high performance is not 
f hforthcoming

Has little sympathy for poor performance

Rescues the situation or gives detailed task instruction 
when employees experience difficulties

S  di ti  ith th  l   it i t   Sees co-ordination with others only as it impacts on 
immediate task



So  what can we do?So… what can we do?



AQuA - developing system leaders 
at each level:

• Advanced Team Training
• Leading Integrated Micro • Leading Integrated 

Teams

Meso • Leadership for 
Integration

Macro • Coaching
• Executive Workshops



“Micro” LevelMicro  Level

Ri k ifi iRisk stratification

Self Management

Integrated Neighbourhood Teams

26  Neighbourhoods – 3 Localities

A “learning system” approach





“Meso” Level



“Macro” Level…

Si i   f l Signposting to useful resources

Visits, eg Torbay, North West London

In development… The King’s Fund Whole System 
Leadership Programme

C hi  f  AQ A F ltCoaching from AQuA Faculty

Facilitated Executive Workshops





Warrington “Health Summit” – 2nd

January 2013

“There is a shared recognition across the partners in 
Warrington and Halton that a radical transformation of 
services is needed”services is needed

“Critical to delivering the vision [are]:

the active engagement of staff across all the partner 
organisationsg

Strong leadership at every level…

Investment in relationships so that partners  develop joint Investment in relationships so that partners… develop joint 
solutions to problems”



The Warrington “Concordat”

A strong statement of vision and behaviours across all 
agencies:agencies:

“We will commit to each other as leaders in a mutually y
supportive way based on reliance and trust”



So…

S  l d hi  i  diff  k l d  kill  d System leadership requires different knowledge, skills and 
style

We under invest in developing system leadersWe under invest in developing system leaders

There are some emerging examples of how to do this well

B t  d t  i  th  l  d But we need to increase the scale and pace

“We need to change the people, or change the people”We need to change the people, or change the people

(John Toussaint)



For discussion…

What examples do you have of really effective system 
leadership?

What more could we do to develop the skills and style 
needed?

What other questions and observations do you have?What other questions and observations do you have?





What can you do to get everyone “pulling 
together” together  

for better care and better health?


